Ballistic spin resonance was experimentally observed in a quasi-one-dimensional wire by Frolov et al. [Nature (London) 458, 868 (2009)]. The spin resonance was generated by a combination of an external static magnetic field and the oscillating effective spin-orbit magnetic field due to periodic bouncings of the electrons off the boundaries of a narrow channel. An increase of the D'yakonov-Perel spin relaxation rate was observed when the frequency of the spin-orbit field matched that of the Larmor precession frequency around the external magnetic field. Here we develop a model to account for the D'yakonov-Perel mechanism in multisubband quantum wires with both the Rashba and Dresselhaus spin-orbit interactions. Considering elastic spin-conserving impurity scatterings in the time-evolution operator (Heisenberg representation), we extract the spin relaxation time by evaluating the time-dependent expectation value of the spin operators. The magnetic field dependence of the nonlocal voltage, which is related to the spin relaxation time behavior, shows a wide plateau, in agreement with the experimental observation. This plateau arises due to injection in higher subbands and small-angle scattering. In this quantum mechanical approach, the spin resonance occurs near the spin-orbit induced energy anticrossings of the quantum wire subbands with opposite spins. We also predict anomalous dips in the spin relaxation time as a function of the magnetic field in systems with strong spin-orbit couplings.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spin-orbit (SO) coupling is an essential ingredient to control and manipulate the spin degree of freedom in potential spintronic devices. In zinc-blend based quantum wells, the SO induced momentum-dependent spin-splitting is caused by structural and bulk inversion asymmetry, respectively, leading to the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO interactions. In particular, the Rashba SO strength can be tuned via external gates 1, 2 allowing controlled coherent spin rotations in a quasi-one dimensional channel with ferromagnetic source and drain contacts. This is the well-known Datta-Das spin-FET proposal 3, 4 . Despite providing a way to control and manipulate the electron spin, the SO coupling also plays a crucial role in the spin relaxation in dimensionally-constrained semiconductor nanostructures.
Regarding the spin relaxation in quantum wires, the main mechanism in zinc-blende based nanostructures involves the SO interaction combined with random multiple scattering events. Both processes combined are responsible for misalignment of an ensemble of initially polarized spins, a process known as the D'yakonov-Perel (DP) relaxation mechanism 5 . This mechanism is directly connected to the fact that the SO interaction can be described by a momentumdependent effective magnetic field. Thus scattering events will randomize the electron momentum direction generating a random fluctuating SO magnetic field causing spin relaxation. The DP spin relaxation time is inversely proportional to the momentum scattering time leading to its increasing as the channel width becomes comparable to the electron mean free path 6, 7 .
In general, the spin relaxation time is a monotonic function of the external magnetic field [8] [9] [10] . Nevertheless, a nonmonotonic behavior can arise by combining an external timeindependent magnetic field and periodic oscillations of the SO effective magnetic field -in another words, an electron spin resonance 11 in the absence of the external oscillating fields, namely ballistic spin resonance (BSR). In a semiclassical picture, BSR could be interpreted considering an electron injected by a spin-polarized quantum point contact (QPC) traveling along a ballistic channel towards a large spin-unpolarized reservoir. Each electron experiences random scattering events as well as periodic bouncings off the lateral confinement 6, 12, 13 . The resonance condition is achieved matching the frequency of the SO field with the Larmor precession frequency around the external magnetic field, the spinflip probability is maximized thus increasing the spin relaxation rate. Then, the randomized electron spin can be detected using another spin-selective QPC. A nonlocal voltage, measured between the detector QPC and the reservoir 10, 14 , quantifies the spin accumulation along the channel and it is suppressed whenever the resonance condition is fulfilled.
In the present work, we introduce a model to account for the DP mechanism in multisubband quantum wires, Figs. 1(a)-1(c). We monitor the spin dynamics for an ensemble of electrons undergoing random scattering events transitioning among quantum wire subbands. Averaging the spin dynamics over an ensemble, we are able to extract the spin relaxation time. We study the dependence of the spin relaxation time on the external magnetic field perpendicular to the wire and the emergence of a nonmonotonic behavior characterizing the ballistic spin resonance. Within our model, the spin resonance occurs at the quantum wire subband anticrossing induced by the SO interaction. Each electron in the ensemble is redistributed due to scattering mechanisms among different subbands, since each subband has a resonance condition for distinct values of the external magnetic field leading to an enlargement of the BSR dip into a wide plateau. On the other Figure 1 : (a) Schematic view of a quasi-one dimensional channel formed in a 2D electron gas. A spin-polarized current is injected in a multisubband quantum wire via a spin-selective QPC with an angular spread Φ. The spin current diffuses towards a spin-unpolarized reservoir. Each electron is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the subbands with quantum number n such that θ n < Φ. After undergoing multiple random scatterings, the ensemble spin polarization will decay as a consequence of electron spins precessing around distinct fluctuating momentum-dependent effective magnetic fields due to the SO interaction (D'yakonov-Perel mechanism). Energy spectrum of a quantum wire with SO interaction and an external magnetic field (b) parallel B and (c) perpendicular B ⊥ to the quantum wire. The former case opens a gap at k = 0 and the latter case induces an asymmetry of the energy branches depending on the sign of k. The subband-spin mixing term H SO = i(α − β)∂ y σ x induces energy anticrossings of the quantum wire subbands with opposite spins. In the absence of H SO , the magnetic field-tunable level crossing defines the resonance condition for the BSR.
hand, the spin relaxation time presents a monotonic behavior when the magnetic field is aligned to the wire and consequently to the oscillating SO field. Our theoretical results present (see Fig. 2 ) the same behavior for the spin relaxation time as a function of the magnetic field in both directions of the external magnetic field as shown in the BSR experiment 14 . Nevertheless, we also predict the presence of anomalous BSR dips in the spin relaxation time as a function of the magnetic field even when it is aligned with the wire orientation. We predict that the nonmonotonic behavior could be experimentally observed in systems with strong SO couplings. In this case, a strong component of the SO magnetic field can tilt the spin perpendicularly to the oscillating field also quickening the spin relaxation rate. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe our model. In Sec. III, we present the numerical results of the magnetic field dependence of the spin relaxation time. In Sec. IV, we predict and discuss the presence of anomalous BSR dips. We conclude in Sec. V; we present the conclusion and discussions about the potential applications of the model ò òòò ò òòò ò òòò ò òò ò ò ò òò ò ò òò ò ò òò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò òò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ò ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae aeae ae aeae ae aeae ae aeae ae aeae aeae aeaeae aeaeae aeae ae ae ae aeaeae aeaeae ae ae aeae aeae aeaeaeae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae ae aeae aeae aeae aeae aeaeae aeae such as investigating the width dependence and anisotropy of the spin relaxation time.
II. THE MODEL
Consider a high-mobility 2D electron gas formed in a zinc-blende semiconductor crystal. The linear-in-p Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling [17] [18] [19] can be represented by a momentum-dependent effective magnetic field
for a coordinate system such that x||[110], y|| [110] . Here, α and β correspond to the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling strengths, respectively. Also, p denotes the electron momentum, σ the Pauli matrices. A multisubband quantum wire can be engineered in this system by parallel spatially separated metal gates (split gate) on top of a 2D electron gas. Thus, the electrostactic potential depletes the electrons under the gates forming a quasi-one-dimensional channel for the conduction electrons. A proper geometry for the split gate allows a pure spin current injection via a spin-selective quantum point contact (QPC). Similarly, the corresponding spin accumulation due to this spin current can be detected using a spatially separated QPC 14 . Considering a square wire confinement with width L, the Hamiltonian describing the system reads
with effective mass m, V(y) = 0 for 0 ≤ y ≤ L and V(y) → ∞ elsewhere. The external magnetic field B ext applied in the plane of the 2D electron gas has two purposes: it defines the spin polarization of the electron injected in the quantum wire through a QPC and it serves as a controllable external knob for the spin resonance condition. In order to determine the electron spin dynamics, we have to obtain the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H which describes our system. This can be achieved numerically for a given k by projecting the Hamiltonian H in a truncated subband-spin Hilbert space F = {|n, k, s i ; n = 1, 2, ...n T , k, s i =↑ i , ↓ i }, where i = x, y, z, n T is the total number of subbands in the subspace F and s i denotes the spin component along the i direction. Here, k represents the wavevector of the plane wave solution along the quantum wire and n is the quantum number related with transverse direction of the quantum wire, i.e., r|n, k,
, where χ i is the spinor in the σ i basis. Consider an electron injected initially into the subband labeled n j of this quantum wire. Its quantum dynamics is entirely described by the time-evolution operator U(k, t) = exp −(i/ )H(k)t . Thus the electron spin dynamics of the i = x, y component initially injected in a general state |n j , k, s i , with the spin projection axis aligned with B ext , is obtained by numerically calculating the time-dependent expectation values of the respective Pauli spin matrixσ 20, 21 . More explicitly, we havē
where P k is a matrix whose columns are composed of the eigenvector components which diagonalize the Hamiltonian H for a given k. Here, we have used the similarity trans-
Scattering mechanisms. The preceding approach to calculate the electron spin dynamics 20, 21 can be generalized to include multiple random scattering events. Here, we consider wave packets propagating freely between collisions. We allow for transitions between quantum wire subbands after each scattering. Between these transitions, the electron spin will precess around the SO and external magnetic fields. This characterizes the DP mechanism in multisubband quantum wires. Here, we consider large-angle and small-angle scatterings which suffice to describe the experimental data. The large-angle scattering mechanism is taken into account considering that an elastic spin-conserving impurity scattering occurs with a probability δt/τ for a time interval δt, where τ is the mean-free time. After each scattering, the electron momentum orientation is randomized. It can make transitions to all equally probable subbands at the Fermi energy representing a large angle scattering. A ballistic quantum wire is assumed such that the mean-free path λ is much larger than the quantum wire width, λ L. Another significant source of scattering is the ionized donors responsible for initially forming the 2D electron gas. These dopants are spatially separated from the electron gas. So, electrons feel a weaker screened Coulomb potential leading to a majority of small-angle scattering events, and rarely a full backscattering. This scattering mechanism is implemented choosing a random numberΘ from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation ∆ for each timestep. We consider an electron coming from the subband n k and making a transition to the subband n l at the Fermi energy if Θ n k ,n l−1 ≤Θ ≤ Θ n k ,n l+1 , where Θ n k ,n l = θ n k − θ n l . Here, we ascribe a set of angles θ n to the electron quantum states. For a given Fermi momentum k F , the injection angle between the transverse direction and its Fermi momentum can be defined as θ n = arcsin(k n /k F ), where
Generalized expectation value of the spin operators. With these momentum scattering mechanisms considered, the generalized time evolution operator after N scatterings for each time interval δt is sequentially assembled as,
Here, U(γ ν k n ζ , t) = P γ ν k n ζŨ (γ ν k n ζ , t)P −1 γ ν k n ζ 24 for the ν-th scattering event to the subband n ζ , where γ ν = ±1 depending on whether the electron has scattered backwards γ ν =-1 or moved forward γ ν =+1 at the time t = νδt. We have that n ζ is an integer random number, with 1 ≤ n ζ ≤ n T , sorted out according to the scattering mechanisms considered, as explained in Sec. II. Thus considering scattering between quantum wire subbands, we have a generalization of the expectation value of the spin operatorσ
. This procedure can be repeated for an ensemble of initially spin-polarized electrons in order to obtain the average spin polarization as a function of time, P i (t) = N ens µ=1σ µ i (t)/N ens , where P i is the polarization along the i direction for the µ-th electron, and N ens is the total number of electrons considered in the simulation. The noncommutativity of the timeevolution operators describing successive scatterings implies that the path followed by the electron matters in a multisubband quantum wire. Therefore, random paths result in random spin precession for each electron and spin relaxation for the whole ensemble (see Appendix A for a more qualitative picture of the DP mechanism in quantum wires). As time goes by, the average ensemble spin polarization decays exponentially with a timescale given by the spin relaxation time τ SR , i.e., P i (t) = P i (t = 0)e −t/τ SR . This whole procedure can be repeated for different external magnetic fields thus allowing us to extract τ SR (B ext ) using a single-exponential decay fit.
Notice that we consider scattering events as transitions between different quantum wire subbands. Since each subband will have a distinct resonance condition, we find that the corresponding resonance dip evolves into a wide plateau, in agreement with the experimental findings 14 . This is in contrast with semiclassical Monte Carlo simulations 6, 13 where the electron moves in a 2D electron gas undergoing momentum randomizing scattering events and bouncing off the walls of the channel. In this case, each BSR dip has a well-defined value for the external magnetic field and depends on the electron Fermi velocity and the channel width 14 . In the next section, we will analyze the magnetic field dependence of the spin relaxation time in a realistic system. We will compare our numerical results with the experimental features of the BSR.
III. BALLISTIC SPIN RESONANCE
In order to simplify our discussion and have a better understanding of the role of each term in the Hamiltonian (2), we separate the total Hamiltonian as Here, the superscripts ⊥ and denote the SO and external magnetic fields components perpendicular (ŷ) and parallel (x) to the quantum wire, respectively.
According to the experimental setup used to detect the BSR 14 , electrons are injected using a voltage applied through a QPC (injector) and diffuses along the multisubband quantum wire until their detection by another QPC (detector). Both QPCs are fully spin polarized (conductances equal to e 2 /h) with quantization axis defined by the external magnetic field B ext . The pure spin-polarized current starts to relax with the characteristic time τ SR according to the DP mechanism. We now analyze two cases where the electron is injected with its spin aligned to either B or B ⊥ . Initially, we inject an ensemble of electrons into the quantum wire with an angular spread Φ relative to the transverse direction 25 . These electrons are uniformly distributed over the subbands with quantum numbers n within Φ 26 ; i.e., θ n < Φ. Notice that this requirement is fulfilled only by the higher subbands. Consider a particular case where an electron is injected in the subband n j near the energy anticrossing with its spin pointing along the y axis aligned with B ⊥ (B = 0). It will undergo two processes caused by H SO in Eq. (2): an intersubband transition due to momentum operator −i ∂ y connecting different orbital states and a spin-flip along the y direction due to the operator σ x , since
where Λ is an odd integer (Λ = 1, 3, 5...). Thus the spin relaxation time also will strongly decrease near the energy level anticrossing induced spin-orbital mixing caused by the term H SO . At the energy anticrossing (resonance condition), the spin-flip probability is maximized thus quickening the spin relaxation process which characterizes the BSR effect. The resonance condition is determined by the energy-level crossings in the spectrum of H 0 + H ⊥ SO + H ⊥ Z |n, k, s y = n,k,s y |n, k, s y . Thus the crossing n j ,k,↓ y = n j ±Λ,k,↑ y occurs for the B ⊥ BSR given by
where we have used
. The 2D semiclassical limit for this resonance condition can be obtained relating the injection subband n j with the Fermi velocity v In contrast, if the electron spin is initially aligned along the x axis for B (B ⊥ = 0), no BSR is observed. Although H SO can cause intersubband transition, this term is not able to flip the spin since the spin operator σ x is acting on its eigenstate, n j , k, ↑ x | H SO ∝ ∂ y σ x |n j ± Λ, k, ↓ x = 0. Thus even fulfilling the condition for the crossing of energy levels with opposite spins, there is no spin resonance in the quantum wire, and consequently, the spin relaxation time has a monotonic dependence with B . Notice that in the weak SO coupling regime, gµ B B /2 |(α + β)|k F where the resonance occurs according to the BSR experiment in a GaAs quantum well 14 . As a consequence, the SO magnetic field is not able to tilt the spin alignment from the orientation parallel to the channel. Two distinct behaviors then arise observing the magnetic field dependence of τ SR (see Fig. 2 ) depending on the in-plane B ext orientation. For a B , the τ SR (B ) increases monotonically for all values of B . On the other hand, τ SR (B ⊥ ) is strongly suppressed around the energy anticrossing induced spin-orbit mixing. These different behaviors can be quantified experi-mentally via a nonlocal voltage V nl 10 . This quantity is related to the variation of the chemical potential from the detector QPC to a large spin-unpolarized reservoir [see Fig. 1 (a) ]. An analytical expression for V nl can be found in Appendix C. If there is a spin current flowing in the channel, a nonzero V nl will be detected since there is spin accumulation near the spinselective detector QPC. It is assumed that the spin current is completely relaxed before reaching the equilibrium reservoir which is located far to the right of the detector QPC. Thus if the spin current relaxes (resonance condition) before reaching the detector QPC, no spin accumulation occurs and V nl drops. Our numerically calculated V nl shows a plateau B ⊥ ≈ 6 − 8 T, in agreement with experimental observation 14 . The presence of a plateau, and not a sharp dip, at resonance in Fig. 2 arises as a consequence of injection in higher subbands (lower Fermi velocities) and small-angle scattering. After the injection in higher subbands, it is unlikely that an electron will undergo a backscattering event due to small-angle scattering 27 . Mostly, electrons will be redistributed in adjacent subbands relative to injection subband n j . This redistribution of electrons among subbands with distinct resonance conditions manifests on V nl as a wide plateau depending on the relation between the distance between the QPC injector and the QPC detector x id and the spin relaxation length λ SR (see Appendix C for further discussions). We believe the discrepancy between our calculated V nl and the measured one away from the plateau is possibly due to additional scattering mechanisms not included in our simulations. This is a point that deserves further investigation.
Notice that in the special case where the Rashba and Dresselhaus coupling are tuned to have equal strengths α = β, in the absence of cubic corrections, the effective SO magnetic field has a fixed direction in space and the DP and Elliot-Yafet mechanisms are suppressed 28 .
IV. ANOMALOUS BALLISTIC SPIN RESONANCE
In the weak SO coupling regime, the effective SO magnetic field H ⊥ SO can be neglected in comparison with the B ext for large fields (|B ext | > 0.5 T). However, in the strong SO coupling regime (|B SO | ∼ 0.3 T for the higher subbands in InAs), this is no longer true and as a consequence we find a nonmonotonic behavior also for τ SR (B ). We called this emergence of extra resonance dips "anomalous BSR". Let us now analyze the cases for different orientation of an in-plane magnetic field for the strong SO regime. For B ⊥ , the strong SO term H ⊥ SO only changes substantially the resonance condition, as can be checked in Eq. 5. The subband-spin mixing term H SO still acts flipping the electron spin and also quickening the spin relaxation. For B , the term H ⊥ SO also modifies the resonance condition. Moreover, this component of the SO magnetic field perpendicular to the wire can also tilt the spin initially oriented along B parallel to a new direction denoted byû. Therefore, the spin-orbit induced admixture of state with opposite spins allows for the transition n j , k, ↓ u | H SO ∝ ∂ y σ x |n j ± Λ, k, ↑ u 0, where Λ = 1, 3, 5.... Thus considering the energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian k,s x |n, k, s x , the condition for the crossing of energy levels n j ,k,↓ x = n j ±Λ,k,↑ x occurring for the B BSR is fulfilled whenever
It leads to an enhancement of the DP spin relaxation giving rise to BSR dips even when the external magnetic field is applied parallel to the quantum wire as shown in Fig. 3 . Since this effect is enhanced in systems with a strong SO coupling strength, we choose an InAs quantum well 29 in order to simulate and analyze the features of the anomalous BSR. Such materials contrast with GaAs where the effect is too weak to be possibly observed experimentally. Besides, the gyromagnetic factor in InAs (|g| = 14.9) is much larger than in GaAs (|g| = 0.44) reducing the value of the external magnetic field B BSR given by Eq. 5. This feature in InAs also allows us to observe higher harmonics (Λ = 3, 5...) even at low magnetic fields (see Fig. 3 ). A square wire confinement considered in our model was a choice motivated by the experimental observation of higher BSR dips in Ref. 14 
V. CONCLUSION
We study the magnetic field dependence of the spin relaxation time in multisubband quantum wires. To this end, we have developed a numerical model to take into account the DP spin relaxation mechanism in the calculation of the timedependent spin operators. Averaging the spin dynamics over an ensemble allows us to extract the spin relaxation time τ SR as a function of B ext . We have obtained a nonmonotonic behavior for τ SR when the external magnetic field is applied perpendicular B ⊥ to the quantum wire, which characterizes the BSR found experimentally in Ref. 14. Within our description, BSR arises as an interplay between the DP spin relaxation mechanism and a rapid increase of the spin relaxation rate near the spin-orbit induced energy anticrossings of the quantum wire subbands with opposite spins. Different subbands with their distinct resonance conditions lead to an enlargement of the BSR dip into a wide plateau, in agreement with the experimental observation 14 . In systems with a weak SO coupling, τ SR varies monotonically with the external magnetic field pointing parallelly B to the quantum wire.
Nevertheless, we have also predicted a nonmonotonic behavior for τ SR (B ) as a consequence of the admixture of opposite spins alongx due to the presence of a strong SO magnetic field B ⊥ SO . We suggest that these anomalous BSR dips can be measured in systems with strong SO coupling 31, 32 , such as an InAs quantum well.
We emphasize that our numerical model could be used to analyze the recent experimental applications of the BSR 33, 34 . One of these applications is a new paradigm for a spin transistor. In this proposal, a gate voltage on top of the channel can control the enhancement or suppression of the spin relaxation time. Small changes in this gate voltage can modify the electronic density, Fermi velocity, and Rashba SO coupling strength. As a consequence, the BSR can be turned on and off by purely electrical means. Moreover, spin-orbit anisotropy was measured using BSR in a GaAs quantum well 34 . This anisotropy, which arises due to the interplay between the Rashba and Dresselhaus SO coupling strengths, could be estimated comparing the spin relaxation time for two distinct channel orientations. Finally, our model could also be used to study the anisotropy of the spin relaxation time 35 and its dependence on the width of the wire. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , even in the limit of a few-subband quantum wire when the semiclassical approximation is no longer valid.
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Recently, we became aware of the work in Ref. 42 that also investigates ballistic spin resonance in quasi-one-dimensional channels using a different approach as compared to ours.
Appendix A: DP mechanism in a quantum wire with two subbands
In this appendix, we consider a special case of the generalized model developed in Sec. II. Within this simplified model for a quantum wire with two subbands, the time-evolution operator can be obtained analytically and a more intuitive picture emerges for the spin relaxation in quantum wires.
Consider the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2) written in the basis composed with two subband-spin Hilbert space F = |nks ; n = 1, 2, k, s y =↑ y , ↓ y . Dividing this truncated Hilbert space in two independent subspaces F λ=+ = |1, k, ↑ y , |2, k, ↓ y and F λ=− = |1, k, ↓ y , |2, k, ↑ y , the Hamiltonian reads
where λ = ± denotes each subspace, ± = ( 1 ± 2 )/2 for the i labeling the ith subband in the quantum wire, and the matrix element (p y ) 12 = 1| p y |2 . Notice that the basis was truncated up to the second subband which still allows for intersubband transitions. Henceforth, the external magnetic field was set to zero since it can cause spin relaxation by itself, even without considering the inter-subband transitions. To show that the inter-subband transitions are responsible for the DP mechanism in quantum wires, it is equivalent to prove that the time-evolution operator for different paths does not constitute a set of commuting operators. As a consequence, the electron spin will precess differently for each path determined by the series of random multiple scatterings. In another words, the expectation value of the spin components for each electron in the ensemble after a time τ SR , calculated via Eq. (3), will correspond to random spin orientations in the Bloch sphere. For the sake of simplicity, we will choose a path such that the electron will move forward a distance ∆ with the wavevector +k, undergo an elastic scattering, and then move backward the same distance with the wave vector −k. So, starting with evaluating the time-evolution operator written in the basis F ,
with v j F the Fermi velocity considering the injection in the jth subband,
Calculating then the latter commutator, we obtain the expression ξ λ y ξ λ z (k) − ξ λ z (−k) which is different from zero since ξ λ y 0. Therefore, the non-commutativity of the time-evolution operator emerges as a result of allowing inter-subband transitions causing the spin relaxation in a multisubband quantum wire. In another words, an ensemble of initially spin-polarized electrons going through multiple scattering in a quantum wire will have their spins orientations randomized after reaching the same final destination.
Taking the limit of a strictly one-dimensional quantum wire, elementary rotation due to the SO effective magnetic field are performed around a single axis since no intersubband transitions are allowed; i.e., ξ λ y = 0, consequently [U(k), U(−k)] = 0. Therefore, the expectation value of the spin components Eq. (3) for each electron will be exactly the same and dependent on the net path in the quantum wire. In this limit, the spin relaxation due to the DP mechanism no longer takes place in this system.
Appendix B: Discussion about the harmonic confinement model
Throughout the paper, we have used a square wire confinement in order develop a model to describe the BSR effect. Another option would be the harmonic confinement; however, we will show that this model does not capture the higher resonance dips in the spin relaxation time. Consider then, the electrostatic potential V(y) modeled by the harmonic confinement,
where ω is the confinement frequency. Using the truncated subband-spin Hilbert space F = {|nks ; n = 1, 2, ...n T , k, s =↑, ↓} as a basis to write H h , in this basis we have
where the creation and annihilation are given by a † |n = √ n + 1 |n + 1 and a |n = √ n |n − 1 , respectively. The operator which mixes the spin and orbital states is identified as H SO ∝ a † − a σ x . As we have pointed out in Sec. II for the weak SO coupling regime, the spin resonance is absent when the external magnetic field is pointing along the quantum wire, B . As a result, the mixing operator H SO is not able to flip the electron spin since it is pointing along the x direction. On the other hand, the spin resonance is achieved for an external magnetic field perpendicular to the quantum wire, B ⊥ BSR , as long as the following condition is fulfilled,
where Λ = 1. Therefore, the harmonic confinement model does not capture the higher resonance dips (Λ = Figure 4 : Dependence of the nonlocal voltage V nl on the external magnetic field B ⊥ for a shorter distance between the QPC injector and the QPC detector x id = 5 µm. All the other parameters were chosen to be the same as used in Fig. 2. the B ⊥ varies. This contrasts with the square wire confinement model which has Λ = 1, 3, 5..., as explained in Sec. II. We emphasize that these higher resonances Λ = 3, 5... in the square wire confinement are distinct from the anomalous case predicted in systems with strong SO coupling. The emergence of additional resonances in the anomalous BSR occurs due to the interplay of B ext and B SO even when the external magnetic field is aligned with the channel, as explained in Sec. IV.
Appendix C: Equation for the nonlocal voltage
The nonlocal voltage V nl was derived in Ref. 10 using a onedimensional diffusion equation 43, 44 . The explicit expression for V nl is
where ρ is the channel resistivity and L r , L l denote the distance between the QPC injector and the right and left ends of the channel, respectively. The distance between the QPC injector and QPC detector is denoted by x id . The injection current I inj = G inj V inj , where V inj is the voltage applied across the QPC injector. P inj (P det ) denotes the spin polarization P = G ↑ − G ↓ / G ↑ + G ↓ of the QPC injector (QPC detector) with the spin quantization axis defined by B ext . A fully polarized transmission P ∼ 1 corresponds to a single occupied spin state, i.e., G ↑ ∼ e 2 /h and G ↓ ∼ 0. To obtain this expression for V nl , a general solution to the chemical potential µ ↑ , µ ↓ was found in each region of the experimental setup 43 via the one-dimensional diffusion equation D∂ 2 V nl /∂x 2 = V nl /λ 2 SR . Here the spin relaxation length λ SR = √ Dτ SR , where D is the diffusion constant 43 . The boundary conditions required an equilibrium spin polarization at the left and right ends of the channel, i.e., V nl (L l ) = V nl (L r ) = 0. Also, it was considered the continuity of the chemical potential and conservation of the spin currents across each region of the setup 43 . Finally, the difference between the chemical potentials in the QPC detector and reservoir regions was calculated which finally results in Eq. (C1), as shown by Ref. 10 .
Notice that the emergence of a wide plateau in V nl (B ⊥ ) depends on the distance between the QPC injector and the QPC detector x id . This dependence can be understood comparing x id with the spin relaxation length λ SR = √ Dτ SR , where D = v 2 F τ/2 is the diffusion constant. At resonance, λ SR ∼ µm for the magnetic field interval 6.5 − 7.8 T (determinated by the values of n j and Λ that fulfills the resonant condition Eq. (5)), which is much shorter than x id = 20 µm used in the experimental setup 14 . As a consequence, the initially spin-polarized ensemble relax before reaching the QPC detector and V nl signal drops to zero. A narrower plateau can be obtained for a shorter x id comparable to λ SR 34 , as shown in Fig. 4 . While the nonlocal voltage plateau observed in Ref.
14 can be attributed to undetectable spin accumulation near the detector, we emphasize that our numerical simulation gives a wide plateau for the parameters extracted from the experimental work 14 .
